
CASE STUDY: Sparse reconstruction problems from SPARCO toolbox 

in MATLAB Environment (fnext_quadratic) 
 

Background 

This case study solves sparse reconstruction problems from SPARCO toolbox using External Functions Tool 

of PSG and operator given by SPARCO toolbox for implicit working with matrices.  

 

SPARCO is a suite of problems for testing and benchmarking algorithms for sparse signal reconstruction, 

Berg et al. (2007, 2008). It is also an environment for creating new test problems. Also, a suite of standard 

linear operators is provided from which new problems can be assembled. SPARCO is implemented entirely 

in MATLAB and is self contained.  

 

Problems included in the SPARCO toolbox were initially considered by different authors in different 

application areas: imaging, compressed sensing, geophysics, information compressing, etc. Relevant 

references can be found in the SPARCO toolbox. 

 

The objective of Sparse Reconstruction is to find a decision vector which has a small number of non-zero 

components and satisfies exactly or almost exactly a system of linear equations. There are many variants of 

optimization formulations of such problems.  

 

We solved problems included in SPARCO toolbox in so called “LASSO-O” formulation. “LASSO-O” 

minimizes L2-error of regression with adding to objective a regularization linear term which is equal to the 

sum of absolute values of variables. The regularization term is intended to “suppress" components with small 

values. To investigate property of solution we solved every problem with different weight of regularization 

linear term and calculated cardinality and max functions in optimal points. These problems can be easy 

solved by methods for unconstrained optimization. Possible problems formulations are described in more 

detail in paper Boyko et al. (2011).   

 
SPARCO toolbox provides a set of operators to deal with data. Problems were solved in PSG MATLAB 

Environment with the PSG External Function subroutine to avoid generating full matrix and to save time and 

memory.  
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Notations 

b
r

 = vector of observation of a signal; 

A  = design matrix for signal estimation; 

I =  number of columns in the matrix A ,  i=1,...,I  index of columns; 

J =  number of rows in matrix A , j=1,...,J  index of rows; 
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 = vectors of decision variables (original and duplicate vector); 

0x  = additional fixed variable in the right hand side of linear system of equation (to use unconstrained 

quadratic optimization);  
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+−=  = External Quadratic Penalty function; 

λ  = weight of the sum of components (regularization linear term) in the objective function; 

U
 
= vector of positive upper bounds on components of the initial decision variables; 

L
 
= vector of negative lower bounds on components of the initial decision variables. 

 

 

 

Optimization Problem (LASSO-O) 

minimizing  L2-error of regression plus linear regularization term 
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bounds on variables 

10 =x ,
   ii Ux ≤≤0 ,   ii Lz −≤≤0 ,   i=1,...,I.    (CS.2) 

 

This section shows how to implement and solve problems from SPARCO toolbox using External Functions 

Tool of PSG with  mpsg_solver. 

To get initial data and operator given by SPARCO toolbox for implicit working with matrices and solve 

problems user should download the code form site [1] and do the following steps: 

1) download code from http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/scl/sparco/index.php/Main/HomePage 

- SPARCO Tools Code: .zip (3.8MB); 

- SPARCO report: tech_report; 

2) extract file sparco-1.2.zip  to ...\PSG\MATLAB\CS_Sparse_Reconstruction_SPARCO 

directory (root directory); 

3) rename files: mirdwt.mexw32, mrdwt.mexw32, mdwt.mexw32, midwt.mexw32 and 

mirdwt.dll, mrdwt.dll, mdwt.dll, midwt.dll in 

...\ CS_Sparse_Reconstruction_SPARCO\tools\rwt\ subdirectory; 

4) run sparcoSetup.m from ...\ CS_Sparse_Reconstruction_SPARCO directory to configure tool and 

rebuild  *.mexw32 files; 

5) type “checkProblems.m” in command window and run it to check which problems can be solved 

without downloading additional external code; 
6) click the link M-files for CS_Sparse_Reconstruction_SPARCO_MATLAB on the web-page for 

this Case Study and extract following  *.m  files in ...\ CS_Sparse_Reconstruction_SPARCO 

directory: 

- run_L2ExtDouble1_Cycle_User, 

- fnext_meanabs_double, 

- grext_meanabs_double, 

- fnext_quadratic_double1, 

- gnext_quadratic_double1, 

- and Problems_Set.txt file; 

7) choose problems and weights λ  and write correspondent rows in Problems_Set.txt file; 

8) run run_L2ExtDouble1_Cycle_User.m file for solving all problems mentioned in 

Problems_Set.txt  file. 

Running file run_L2ExtDouble1_Cycle_User.m generates three final output files for every 

instance: problem statement file, solution file and optimal point file. For example, for problem N2 with λ  = 

0.1 the following files will be generated: 
 - problem_2_L2_dblExt_0.1.txt, 

 - solution_problem_2_L2_dblExt_0.1.txt, 

 - point_problem_2_L2_dblExt_0.1.txt. 



Problem statement file contains problem statement with additional function with zero coefficients. These 
functions do not impact problem formulation but provide solution characteristics of optimal point. Solution 
file contains short description of optimization run, including values of all function in optimal point. The 
point file contains values of decision variables in original problem statement (without doubling the variables) 

which are calculated as follows zx
rr

− . 


